
 

A game of tag - 
preventing graffiti on 
public transport 
 
 
 
 
 
The modern graffiti scene was born in the early 70s in Manhattan, when a writer called 
Taki began leaving his name and street number on trucks and trains. It began a 
competition to see who could become the most famous. First, with the highest number 
of tags, then by the intricacy of the tags, and eventually, graffiti in high profile and 
dangerous locations became the target. It goes without saying, therefore, that public 
transport is a lucrative target for vandals looking to gain street cred. 

Significant costs 
So much so, that it’s costing public transport companies millions to clean every year (in 
the UK, Network Rail spends £3.5 million every year). That doesn’t include the cost of 
cleaning vandalism in stations, tunnels, bridges, viaducts, and depots — nor the 
reputational costs and downtime caused by taking trains and buses out of service.  
 
Moreover, maintaining a pleasant travel environment is key to attracting passengers 
back to public transport in the post-pandemic era. After the first lockdown, Transport 
Secretary Grant Shapps called on public transport bosses to do more to crack down on 
graffiti, in order to boost passenger confidence and deter other, more serious crimes. 
He explained, "The blight of graffiti, however, can have an impact on the confidence of 
passengers as they return to safely using the railway, and on the wider public view of 
our national infrastructure and public transport." 
 
  

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/jun/25/train-came-insanely-close-why-graffiti-artists-risk-lives-loughborough-junction
https://www.networkrailmediacentre.co.uk/news/rail-and-road-workers-join-forces-against-motorway-graffiti-blight
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-54166146
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-54166146


 

Research has also shown that graffiti leads to other unpleasant acts — like trespassing, 
littering and stealing. Plus it indicates vulnerabilities in a security system that can be 
exploited by criminals. Graffiti may also be used by street gangs to mark territories, 
putting transport infrastructure in the middle of a turf war.  

A range of surveillance 
Evidently, a robust surveillance system that protects vehicles, rolling stock, depots, 
tracks and more, is needed to deter and detect vandals. But that’s easier said than -
might rely primarily on access control and perimeter defences like fence sensors. 
Meanwhile, a train will need camera and sensor technology that can relay data back to a 
control room at a low bandwidth, or carry out analytics in-device (at the edge). 
 
Thankfully, a range of solutions do exist that allow public transport leaders to connect 
their disparate security systems, monitor all assets, and proactively combat the scourge 
of graffiti. As a result, 40% of transport leaders are looking at connecting their video 
technologies with additional technologies like the Internet of Things by 2023 — and 23% 
intend to invest in an advanced technology platform to connect video to other systems. 

No blind spots 
Core to this is using artificial intelligence (AI) to continuously monitor all incoming data 
feeds from cameras, sensors, access control, and so on. Operators have to observe 
extensive surveillance systems, often involving trains and vehicles that travel long 
distances. There cannot be any blind spots that can be exploited by criminals and 
vandals.  
 
AI and automation ensures no event is missed by operators. While they get on with 
their daily tasks, AI works to understand what is ‘normal’ in a scene and then flags any 
suspicious activity or things worth noting. In a depot, this might be someone entering 
an unauthorised area. On a train, this could be the first markings of a spray can or 
permanent marker. This gives operators an instant alert of anything requiring their 
action — and peace of mind that nothing will be overlooked. 

  

https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn16096-graffiti-and-litter-lead-to-more-street-crime/#ixzz7HaZTcq6z
https://www.milestonesys.com/idc-europe/
https://www.phoenix-ai.com/usecases/live-graffiti-detection


 

Greater context 
They also gain greater contextual information to inform a response. Object detection 
might indicate that someone is potentially carrying a weapon, while automatic number 
plate recognition (ANPR) can help track a getaway vehicle. Crowd detection could tell 
operators if a gang of graffiti artists have gathered. Device tampering analytics will warn 
operators if a surveillance system is being sabotaged. 
 
Alongside video surveillance, other sensors can alert operators to potential trespassing 
and vandalism in all environmental conditions. Intrusion panels, infrared barriers, and 
LiDAR (light detection and ranging) can all alert to an intruder in a restricted area. Plus, 
because they work in all light conditions, these solutions are suitable for underground 
tunnels. 

Open VMS 
For AI to be effective, transport leaders also need to invest in an open video 
management system (VMS) like Milestone XProtect®. This consolidates the different 
data feeds from building and vehicle video surveillance, body-worn cameras, sensors, 
and audio, to give operators a single, clear overview of everything happening, and 
provides the foundation for automation to do much of the day-to-day monitoring. It 
must be an open system, because this doesn’t limit future technology choices and it can 
integrate with existing infrastructure as well.  
 
A VMS will also store vital evidence of a graffiti event, in case of prosecution or to inform 
later security and law enforcement efforts. Trends can also be analysed over time to 
understand weak points in a security system and proactively tackle graffiti gangs.  
 
Graffiti is a constant threat for public transport organisations, but the latest generation 
of video surveillance solutions are making it a lot harder to tag assets. It’s stopping 
vandals in their tracks — before any damage is done. 
 

About Milestone Systems 
Milestone Systems is a leading provider of open platform video management software; 
technology that helps the world see how to ensure safety, protect assets and increase 
business efficiency. Milestone enables an open platform community that drives 
collaboration and innovation in the development and use of network video technology, 
with reliable and scalable solutions that are proven in more than 500,000 installations. 
worldwide. Founded in 1998, Milestone is a stand-alone company in the Canon Group. 
For more information visit: milestonesys.com 
 

https://www.milestonesys.com/solutions/platform/video-management-software/
https://www.milestonesys.com/
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